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Method-Progralll
Success Questioned
by Edward M. Sinker

-

•

.

- guy van baa/en

Rabbi Heschel Greenberg (center) was the principal speaker at a seminar held on Tuesday, April 1S entitled
'Ral;,bis and J~dges.' Greenberg described the multifaceted role a rabbi pli'ys in the decision-making pro
cesses o( Jewish ~w. Judge Matthew Jasen (left) and Professor Jacob Hymen (right) commented on ad
judicatio_n and arbitration, respectively, in ttie An,ilo-American system.·The lecture, moderated by<lennifer
· Breger, Will well •ttended ·by students, fllculty, attorneys, furists ·•nd cJe,gymen.
.,

·New F~culty Join UB Law School
corporate and securities areas. Award by the Gonzaga Student
Her academic qualifications · Bar Association in 1979.
This fall -the law school will also include a Masters in
Crandall worked for three
be welcoming two new faculty Education from the University years at Milwaukee Legal Ser
members, Elisabeth Mensch of HartfoJd and a Masters in vices in the law reform unit
and Barbar.a Blumenthal, and History from the University ·of which dealt with consumer
one new visiting professor, Connecticut.
credit litigatipn and for . the
Thomas Crandall.
She has taught deprived and Pennsylvania Legal Services
Elisabeth Mensch graduated ethnic minority students at the Center as the Director of its
from UB law school Magna Hartford public high school. Legal -Assistance Division. He
Cum Laude in Februa"rv 1979. After law school, Blumenthal
cont'd. on page eight
While here she also taught a , worked as an associate m a
supplementary section in con- large firm in New York City
tracts as a student instructor where she specialized in con
for the minority program. In tested. corpora·t~ takeovers.
ad,dition, she received an She is experie1;r:ed in antitrust
L.L.M. from Harvard in 1979, counseling and she has
specializing in the areas of . assisted in the preparation of
Jegal history and the history of antitrust articles for a monthly
legal _ideas.
- cplumn in the New York Law
by Mike Rosenthal
Morton J. Horowitz,. one pf .Journal.
and Marc Ganz
her Harvard professors, · Blumenthal will be teaching
described her academic record antitrust in the fall and
Law schools throughout the
as "just about the best of any possibly corporations or country have not received
graduate student in the ten regulated industries next spr- LSAT scores for t~eir ap
years I have been teaching at ing.
plicants and are facing a major
Harvard L-aw School."
Thomas Crandall, who will delay in their admissions
For the 'past year Mensch b_e visit_ing for the fall' semester schedule.
Recently, Educational
lias been teaching contrac.:ts at only, is scheduled to teach
the Univ.ersity' of Miami where ~ales and secured transa~tions. Testing Service (ETS), the cor
she has received verygood Crandall i~ currendy a full pro- poration responsible for the
reports on her teaching ability. fessor at Gonzaga University : processing of the estimated
Her teaching experience in- School of law in Spokane, 72,000 law school applications
eludes three years as a high Washington . . He has taught this year, installed a new com
courses on Articles .11, 111, IV, puter. This installation proschool English teacher.
Mensch will be teaching and IX of the UCC as well· as ceeded slower than was ex
contracts here in .the fall and it contracts, consumer credit, pected and resulted in a delay
is anticipated she will offer a consumer protectioo and in the processing of applica
seminar in leaal history for the legislation and administrative' tions. This delay is affecting
process.
• only LSAT scores and not any
sprina semester. _,
Barbara
Blumenthal
Student evaluations of his of the other ex~ations ad- araduated from the University courses have been amona the ministered by ETS. -~
.
of Denver Colleae of Law in hia_hest and he received the
I.SAT scores are crucial in
1977 where she excelled in the Most Distinsuished Teacher law schooi admissions, and
by Laurie Ogden

cording to Associate Dean
William Greiner.
Last semester's legal method
In addition, this year the
program has become· a source legal research and writing pro
of concern for UB law school gram was expanded into a two
faculty, students and ad- semester course. Previously, it
ministrators. Many of the pro- was taught only during the se
gram ' s participants have cond semester.
received low grades, indicating
Finally, in an effort to ex
the remedial scheme is not a pand the special admissions
complete success.
program here, some students
The legal method program is were admitted who may not
a faculty endeavor to provide have been prepared for the
special assistancae for can- demands of a professional pro
didates who are qualified for · gram, according to Associate
the professional program, but Dean Barry Boyer.
Commenting on the size of
who· may benefit from special
attention during thei_r first last semester ' s program
· -year. The program is made· Greiner said there_ may have
a
"mistake
in
available to applicants who been
have- suffered the effects of admissions " in admitting more
physical handicaps, racial stuctents than the program
discrimination, or other im- could feasibly accomodate.
Boyer also emphasized the
pediments to academic 'performance prior to entering law need for low faculty/student
ratios in special assistanc~ proschool.
Students in the program grams designed for individual
take contracts, civil procedure attention .
Dana Cowan, president of
and torts, but forego the firsts~mester criminal law course. Black American Law Student
Students are required to attend Association, said, "The pro
an ·additional hour of sup- gram should be ,designed to
plemental classroo.m instn,1c- deal with the greater number
tion with each of (heir three of . students admitted last
professors and meet regularly semester."
with teaching assistants .
Jonathan
Rodwin,
a
Three factors have · been teaching assistant in the legal
cited as possible causes of the methods program last
program's problems.
semester, said, "We have a du- In 1979, 12 students par- ty, as the only state supported
ticipated in the legal mefhods law school in New York State,
program; this year more than
cont'd. on page eight
30 students were enrol:ed, ac-

~robkms In Processing LSATs
Impede Law School Acceptances
'

transcript information also ap
pears on the LSDAS report
distributed by ETS, so deci
sions afftcting the c4rrent
pool of applicants cannot be
made according to the usual
timetable.
Associate Dean Willi.,am
Greiner claims "the bulk of the
applications will be processed
by May 1. instead of April 1."
The delay will 'also result in the
postponement of the. deposit
deadline by one month .
Pat Dooley, student member
of the admissions committee,
believes "in realjty the law
school ·rs affected more severe
ly by this situation than are the
applicants." ·
Dooley s-aid the ·taw, .school

UB was not just one of the
other schools they were apply
ing to but was, instead ,
something very special.
However, because of the
delay, Dooley finds himself
and his fellow committee
members forced to give a
thorough consideration of the
applicant pool in a very com
pressed p.eriod of time.
Only 150 of the 1,800 ap
plications received are still
missing the LSDAS forms . This
figure of total applicants is up
from last year's total· of 1,400.
The intention of the admis
sions committee however is to
reduce the size of the incom
ing class from the 1979 .level of
300 to the 1978 first year class
had developed plans with size of 250. This will make the
which they hoped to convince . selection process more comthe applicants who were gain
ing automatic acceptance that

cont'd. on page eight
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Editorial

Insensitivity Not Excusable
Evidenced by an unprecedented number of low grades, this
year's legal method program has had its problems. Ad
ministrators cite three factors accounting for such poor grades:
(1) too many applicants were accepted into the program, (2) ad
missi_ons may have dipped too low into the applicant pool in
search of students, and (3) research and writing, running
simultaneously with the special program, has overburdened
students with much writing.
No one knows for certain how each, if any, of these factors
affected student performance. However, one thing is certain:
the administration could have handled the situation more ef
fectively.
A UB report tracing ten years of the law school's affirmative
action program concludes that individualized attention to
disadvantaged students is essential to the success of such a pro
gram. T,he faculty . should have provided more teaching
assistants in order to provide a · more effective and truly in
dividualized legal methods program .
The administration is unjustified in dismissing its respon
sibilities by passing the buck and blaming poor performance on
the· lack of qualifications of the applicant. Primary fault, ab
sent more conclusive evidence, must lie with the special pro
gram itself.
The problem of legal methods running simultaneously with
research and writing, needless to say, was clearly avoidable.
Unfortunately, the administration lacked sufficient foresight to
anticipate the overburdening of. these disadvantaged students.
Greater sensitivity to the special problems and needs of these
students may be in order.
'
Administrators should recognize that, as the only state law
school in New, York, UB has a special duty to set an example for
other educational institutions. All evidence indicates that UB's
special legal methods program, thanks to past faculty coopera
tion, has worked weH in earlier years . If legal methods is to have
a future at UB, the special program must be effective. Faculty
and students must be acutely sensitive to the needs and
burdens of its disadvantaged students. We owe them nothing
less.

!An Open Letwr To A Law.r·S chool Thief
Results of Opinion's
senior survey were to ap
pear in this place. Those
surveys · were, however,
stolen from under our noses.
Someone · apparently had ·
decided to assert his or her
"better judgment" over the
discretion of participating
seniors and this editorial
board .
' Such
self
righteousness is appalling.

To The Editor:

,Enforceability Of Prohibition Doubted
the individual first year com faculty can do to enforce their
decision. The saddes~ part of
petitor.
It's always sad to see the
Yet we. swallowed the facul- this whole episode is that we
passing of an eri), especially ty decision, lock, stock and students bound ourselves to
one we've all been intimately . barrel without even giving it ·a their recommendation without
involved with since the mid- second thought. What can our even thinking .whether we had
sixties.
faculty do to a recalcitrant to. In one fell swoop -we sub
Berkeley was the birth of the ,first year competitor who mitted ourselves to the pater
student movement. Berkeley dares to defy their dictates? nalism of our . faculty and
was more than a campus. It Perhaps they will expel him for forgot the lessons we've learn
ed from the student m'ovement
was a symbol. It represented a overachievement.
·
Perhaps, they'll deny suc during the past decade ·or so.
time when students first realized that they had the power and cessful first year competitors We've buried the memory of
moral right to control their Moot Court credit. However, Berkeley and singlehandedly
academic lives. We left ad- does. a competitor compete for threw student self-government
ministration to administrative the credit or for the thrill of back into the fifties.
Certain decisions are
matters and faculty to faculty argument? How effective a
matters but if either interfered- penalty will credit denial to legitimately within the realm
with studerit conce_rns then ~he first year competitors be if, as of our faculty to render but
memory of Berkeley inspired • the
faculty
•presently certain others should only be
us to assert our right to govern plans.credit will be denied to made by the students whose
our own affairs.
all students who work on Moot affairs stantl to be affected. Of
Over the past few weeks we Court, BLP, or Law Review. course, if we wish to submit
at the law school have forgot- fi1,1ally, ev~n if . credit .is . the our whole manner of conduct
ten Berkeley. The faculty, in 1ts sole inducement to compete ·to faculty approval then I'm
august and paternalistic way, and should credit still be sure the faculty will be more
decided that first year students available to Moot Court than glad , to regulate every ,
best not compete in the Des- members next year, certainly · aspect of student life. If the'
mond Moot Court competi- some method can be worked Moot Court affair ·is a' fair ex
tion. There may be some merit out whereby a successful first ample of our acquiescence to
to· the faculty position-but we year competitor can be faculty whim . then Berkeley
students, whose extraci.Jr- guaranteed placement- on the just might as weli never have
ricular activity is being curtail- Board during his second and happened.
ed. felt that this type of deci- third year of school.
sioh should best be left up to
In short, there is nothing the
Doug Wasser
To

the Editor:

President's Corner

Law School's future -To Be Dewrmined

Your Opinion Has Value
You see before you a resource yet to be tapped by many;· a
resource that can be whatever y-ou want it to be. Why not take
advantage of it? It belongs to you. It's Opinion and it's your law
school newspaper.
For those who think no one ever listen.s, we offer a chance to
be heard. For those who feel no one really cares, we encourage
expression.
We offer a great deal to each one of you, and ask little in
return; only that you take advantage of us.
The new Opinion staff is dedicated to encouraging full par
ticipation of the entire law school community. Our doors are
wide open to your thoughts, interests, and goals. We ask only
that you share them with us.
. We look forward to the 1980-81 academic year with great
hopes and expectations. We hope you will find the new Opinion
·one of the best ever. We want so very much to be a good, effec
tive and involved newspaper, but we need your help.
Don't let a resource go to waste, To be ap.,thetic and unin
volved is to have no Opinion.
On -behalf of the editori.al board and staff of Opinion, we
wish yoµ all a pleasant summer.

Pap two

oi.-

Opinion received many whom we •reasonably
diverse. comments as to the ·thought would not be ofappropriateness of such a fended.
Perhaps some of us, like
survey and ,e ach remark was
seriously taken into con our "survey thief," take
sideration. What many had · ourselves . too seriously.
considered simply "good, Perhaps a sense of humor is
clean fun," others branded healthy to even the most
"libelous" and "malicious." serious professional. One
Recognizing the spectrum thing is certain: there is
of human sensitivity, Opi nothing funny ·about a law
nion decided to publish the student who is to begin his
names of only those persons legal career as a thief!

'b ymelanie pierson
This last issue of Opinion is
my last chance to address you
alf. from on high ... I want to
first congratulate all the third.
year students on getting
through school . A lot of good
energy is leaving O'Brian this
Mav.. Things will be quieter
around here without the likes
of Lew Steele, Tony Leavy,
Sherman Kerner, Ted Donovan
and Carol Gardner. Good-luck
and may all your Christmases
be white! (in rememb~atlce-of
Buffalo.)

lbe law school ,is reaching a together, where the school was
real turning point now. There committed to work in the
are proposals before the facul public . interest attr~cting
ty (the details to be worked out women and minorities. Faculty
over the summer when little commitment wa·s high and the
student input is available) to: student body was active both
(1) not ·grant credit for student within and without the law
run organizations, (2) not offer ·school . For all- practical pur
New York Practice next year, poses, the "Buffalo Model"
(3) revise the clinic program to may no longer exist . . . the end
be more academic (cl.assroom) of an era?
,
oriented, moving away from its
Aside from the decline (and
·public interest focus, and (4) fall?) of the Buffalo Model, the
revise the first year curriculum other news is that the .new SBA
to allow no electives the first budget for next fall will be
·year but to instead keep the finalized 'by press time. We
sections together for a full allo~ated approximately \·
year and have three different 535,000, which is more than we
programs (A - traditional, like receive in student fees, the dif
this year; B - second semester ferel"!ce coming out of the
would ·include Criminal and budget surplus. The surplus is .
Civil Pr'1cedure; C - includes esiimated to be around ·
a course by Schlegel1 in judging $20,000 (although this figure is
and a labor related course by in dispute) and it increased
AtlesonL These proposals all again this year because all the
mean a · more structured en money allocated was not
vironment, with less choice spent. We also established a
left to the student.
short term Emergency Loan
We may be witnessing the Program out of part of the
fall of the "Buffalo Model." s1,1rpluf ·to ·. help when student
The "Buffalo Model" is the loans do.~ t come-.ln on time.
name given to the system of
Well, that's ev,rythina I can
administration where students, · think of that you should know.
facu'lty and admjnistrators par Until next fall ... 'have a aood
ticipated /In 'policy-ma~ing summer.
·

April 24, 1980
v

Credit·QU~stioned;
F acuity~VQte Bue
by Mike Rosenth~I

1

,are resolved and maintenance
of the status quo with a i'eThe proposal favoring· quirement that each student
withdrawal of academic credit run organization accept fur
from student.run organizations ther faculty supervision.
The ASSC will not be the on
will be considered by the
faculty on May 2. Many ly faculty-student committee
students and faculty are ex- submitting its recommenda
pected to .Present recommen: tions to the faculty. ·Due to
datioris at that date.
complaints · from several
Bt!fore leaving on sabbatical members of the Academic
this win\er, Professor James · Policy and Program Commit
Atleson submitted a memoran- tee (APPC) that 'the subject
.
·
.·
•
.
•
- ,.w. peters
dum to tkle Academic Stan- matter was within its, and ·not _
dards and Standing Committee ASSC's, jurisdiction, the ASSC Runm?g away fro~ Law Schoon_ Actu_ally, it was the Law School's first spring run on April 11 and was a
(ASSC) which in part stated his has tacitly allowed concurrent smashing succ~ss with all the aniuety-ndden students and professors of cheering O'Brian Hall.
i~l~~~s~~c!:r;w~~~h :~id:~;:e~~
Law Review, Moot ·court
Board, Buffalo Legislation Project, and Buffalo Consumer
Mediation· Project to rece.ive
academic credit for their participation.
The ,A.SSC, with only ooe student member present, voted to
recommend to the faculty that
in the future no academic
credit should be awarded to
these organizations. The avowed reasoning for this included
a lack of clear standards for
the award of credits, the lack
of true faculty supervision
over the organizations, and a
feeling that academic credit
should not be needed to encourage students to participate in these organizations.
, The outcry resulting from
this meeting resulted in sub=
missions to the ASSC by the
Moot Court Board, Law Review
and Profe~sor John ~chlegel.
These proposals have sinc;e
,been · reviewed ,by ·the current
ASSC. Student members have
been ·changed due to the re
cent Student Bar Association
elections. ASSC has,,completed
a proposal whic:h in effect has
made no clear-cut recommen
dation. Instead, three indepen
dent recommendations have
been proposed to the faculty.
The three recommendations
are: a complete removal of
ctedit for student run organiza
tions, a temporary removal of
er.edit until current problems

;~;~e;y ~~et~ep;~, credi~ situaThe APPC has not made any
proposals or recommendations . However, student
member Lew Steele claimed
the committee intends to
review the three option proposal and .use it as its starting
point of review. Steele said he
believes the APPC will be able .
to issue one definite proposal
unlike the non-committal
ASSC proposal. .
Despite the presence. of student members on both lhe
APPC and the ASSC, Doug
· Johnston, a 'student ll'ember of
the ASSC, said there was a
need for further student participation on this matter and
fought to get an ad-hoc student committee assembled .
The purpose of thi~ committee is seen- in .a very different

Finucane First In srn ring R u,n

·
the course to direct the run- pre-race debate as to whether
ners. Cooperation by campus first year students should be
FirS t year st udent, Leo police enabled the..runners to allowed to compete.
Finucane, led a strong field of cover the course without being
A total of approximately 40
law school personnel to win hampered by campus traffic .
runners entered the event, and
the first annual UB law school Finucane, a 1984 Olympic all deserve congratulations for
s·pring run. The run was held hopeful, is competing in this their efforts. Even runners who
Friday, April 11. and covered year's Penn. Relays with the ran_just for fun completed the
two and a third miles around Rochester Track Club. He . run in respectable times of just
the Amherst Campus, starting covered the . course in 11 . over 20 minutes.
and finishing in front of m 1
· nutes and 57 seconds He
·
The event had been billed as
O'Brian Hall.
was followed by a strong·eff6rt
a race between the faculty and
The event was enjoyable for by Professor Gerald Seipp at
th e runners and spectators due 12:33. Other top finishers were students. Due partly to the
partly to th e sunny spring Ward Oliver (13:41), Dave scheduling of a faculty
wea th er, ,but primarily to the S~eger, (13:55), Paul Campano meeting, however, faculty par
keg of beer '' provided · by the (14:05), Glen Pincus (14:07) and ticipation was limited. Due to
SBA. The race was made possi- Mike Doran (14:53). Pincws was lack of faculty participation,
ble wi th th e help of volunteer almost late for the start rio academic credit was given
law students stationed about because he was involved in a for the event.
·
by Rocky D'A1uisio

Law Review .l ritroduces Write-On

light by Johnston and Steele.
Next fall, the class of 1982
J.oboston said tl:iis committE:e
. would profit from having .fre~- will be . _encouraged to par
minds who had not-been sitting -ticipate in· a· new write-on ,pro
on either the ASSC or the gram for acceptance to the
Al;>PC. Steele:. however/ said Buffalo Law Review. 'fhe pro
the purpose of the- committee· gram will create opportunities
·is to meld together the pro- to work on an article for
posals of the two faculty- publication in Law Review and
student committees. Steele is a become, a member without
member .of the ad hoc commit- regard to grades.
tee. Other members of this
Any member of the class can
committee are Matthew participate in the program.
Modica, Bill Hughes, Dale There will be two editors
Margulis · and Frank Colosi. available to give all par
This committee will be submit- ticipants full editorial
ting a proposal before the assistance. They will help can
faculty.
didates get started,' and assist

New Placement Figures Are Optimi,stic _
by Amy Jo Fricano,,

If you were delighted to
learn that 92.4 per cent of the
class of 1979 who passed the
bar and wanted law jobs- got
them, you'll be even more
pleasantly surprised to
discover the class of 1980 is
already slightly ahead of the
class of 79 -in the number
employed at this time last
year.
The placement office
recently ran a job _survey on
the senior class. 102 of the',256
seniors replied, and informa-

.,-

,

•

them in developing their ar November 1980. It will take a
ticles throughout the· program . considerab•e amount of time
Students who are interested and effort on .the part of the
in joining the program are ad participant to complete their
v1sed to look for a topic for artkles. Therefore, Law Reyiew
their article during the sum encourages juniors to enter the
mer. T_opic proposals must be compe_ti-tion this spring. This
received by the write-on spring's competitors may still
editors before Sept. 15, 1980. ~ join the write-on program in
Jur'liors participating will t~en . the fall.
outline their articles and sub
Law Review is offering this
mit two drafts. Membership on new program because it wants
Law Review will be offered to to encourage more student ar
those participants who, by ticles and participation fr0m
their second draft, have pro the student body. One way to
duced an article which has accomplish this goal is to offer
a program where juniors can
potential for publication.
. The membership positions write articles with full editorial
from the write-on program are assistance and obtain member
limited . The program runs ship regardless of their prior
from September through academic status.

tion was supplemented by in- Students who do not respond
person reports.
,. to the second survey b°ecome
So far, 56 members of the permanent ('unknowns" and
class of 1980 have full-time will receive no mailings.
employment for riext fall. 54
Audrey i<osceilniak said the
are unemployed but are look- preliminary survey is "a very
There will be an orienta'tion
· by Elaine Herald
ing. for jobs. Quite a few in this good sign" in a shrinking, in- .
program to acquaint new
category have received offers, creasingly competitive market.
Selections to Buffalo Law associates with Law Review
but.either have declined or not Many surveys in previous years
yet made a. commitment. usually · indicated the number Review is based on first year beginnlng in mid-August. All
Seven members of the class of unemployed seniors to be grades and a writing competi new members will be required
reported that they are not sliglltly larger than the number tion. First year students to be back for this program .
looking for employment at this employed, rather • than the wishing to p,articipate in the Because the ..._.riting of an arti
time. .
reverse which occurred this competition may pick up . a cle is an associate's most im
' 139 seniors are unaccounted year.
.,
case citation in Room 605 any portant responsibility, Law
for in the survey, mostly due to
The placement Qffice would · time after their last examina Review en<;:ourages everyone
non-response . · Placement like to advise the class of 1981 tion. The last opportunity to interested in becoming an
estimates a significant number that fall recruitment begins · pick up the writing ~ompeti associate to consider possible
,in this group have obtained September 16, and firms a're tion is May 17 at 5 p.m . Com article 'topics during the sum
employment, but chose not to now .arranging for on-campus petition participants have a 10 mer.
report them.
interviewing. Kosceilniak urges day . period to complete a
All participants are remind
The placement office con- everyone· to · return to school modified casenote. Notice of
ed
that the competition is an
ducts a second job survey next fall with completed the results of the selection p
among seniors at . the end of resumes.
cess will be mailed to students evaluation of individual effort
spring Se!ll~Ster. classes. TheseNext fall, second year in early August.
an_Q all research should be kept
~nd s1,1n(ey: ·. i~, ~sed after stud.ents-who pla_n to interview
Reponsibilities of a Law confidential. To assu·re all par
.grad1,1ati9n as a basis for future with large firms _for summer Review associate include ticipants a fail' opportunity for
• stati~ti~s. and a~ J "'!ailing list 1~1 positions should _also be writing an article for publica- . membership, Law ~eview
· f,o~ t~e Employ~ent . Ne~slet- • aware the profess beains very tion and assisting in aU:as~cts strongly_ requests . courtesy in
,er a,,d ' the Alul'lni Directory. early in the semester.
of the publication process. the use of library facilities.
... . . .
'

CClmpetition To Begin

I

!'.'

Student.Life Panel
Discuss·e~ Reality
by Mark Pederspn
While most people were out
side enjoying the ' warm
weather on Friday, April 18, a
small number decided to at
tend the Student Life Commit
tee's panel discussion entitled
"From Education to Practice, "
·moderated by Dean Headrick.
Panel members included Pro
fessor Robert Berger, Professor
Barry Boyer, Associate Dean
Alan Carr.el and Irving
Fudeman, a local litigation at
torney .
Carrel began by discussing
the relatively recent changes
that have taken place in the
legal employment field. As a
1967 graduate of this law
school , he stated that 75 of the
80 members in his graquating
class went into private prac
tice in Buffalo. Now there are
many more options available
to graduating students, in
cluding government work,
labor organizations, account
ing firms and careers in
management, he said.

,,

.

.

Thomas Headrick

Fudeman, also a UB
graduate, focused on how
" trial " work has become
. "I itigation " and how law
schools are preparing students
to deal with change . He said
that cases have become more
complex and much more pre~
trial work is involved. He said
he felt this stemmed from

more r e ..-:co·llelY../
Berger
~hasized· the
portance of re'alizing your first
job is not necessarily your last
and that it is possible to
change jobs in the legal field.
Boyer discussed the impor
tance of research and writing
skills . He also stressed the im
portance of developing
background knowledge in
fields rel.ated to one's area of
· interest. He related this obser
vation to his own work in
economic regulation . Both
Berger and Boyer agreed .that
telephone skill s and asking
questions of colleagues were
extremely important in solving,
legal pr0blems .
Questions from the students
- guy ·van baa/en
included requests for informa
Newly elected officers of _the Moot Court Board are (I. to r.) Ruth Pollack, secretary/treasure_r; Pat ).l'l'ne,
tion on setting up a private
Director 'and Paul Ricotta, Ass't. Director.
practice and a discussion on The Board will direct the Desmond competition as well as directing the nine UB law school teams in national
the need for a progressi11e competition.
clinical program at a law
school. With regard to
specialization in t-aking law
school courses, the panel sug
gested taking a middle of the
road approach. Boyer sug
gested developing· ·a minor
area of specialization along
with a major concentration of
had to look for a place to live. they know will be available in
by Pat Dooley
courses. With regard to obtain
Most of you found housing and the fall. Otherwise, the pro
ing further -degrees, Headrick
Remember how frightening roommates in the first few gram will have a lot of people
warned there must be a ge
days here. It could have been a looking for roommates, and no
nuine interest in and purpose your -first few days of law
tough experience, starting law housing hints.
for obtaining additional educa school were? After four, five
While we realize most
school
and searching for a
tion. Alan Carrel said it can be (or even six), years of easy.
graduating seniors don't h·ave
"overdone," but additional undergrad I ife, after years house all at the same time.
In order to -make the law subletting probl.ems and the
degrees are often helpful in the before that of home-cooked
program won't benefit them
job market. Fudeman stressed meals, suddenly ypu come to school transition easier, the
directly,
tlie law school as a
is
initiating
a
.
housing
SBA
the importance of continuif"!g , Buffalo. Wily Buffalo.
Your parents in Queens and assistance plan for freshmen. whole serves to gain by easing
legal education .
The Student Life Committee, Williamsville had told you The program involves collec the first year transition . The
headed by Allan Canfield is in about it. Snow, blizzards. ting information from incom medical school has done this
has
developed
a
its second year. Committee potholes, people with loose ing students as to their housing and
plans
and
desire~.
This
infor
regenerative
leasing
system
morals.
And
now,
you
had
to
members are hopeful that
future programs will attract live here three years . Some of mation is collected on a whe·reby the . nicer -housing is
more interest and believe that you just put a sleeping bag in master list and sent to the in contin~lly kept in medkal
the committee's work will be the 4th floor carrels and ate terested freshmen . They con student hands.
If you have housing you
much more evident next year. out a lot. But the rest of you tact each other as·to available
housing and/or roommates .
plan to vacate, drop off the in
To make the program mo~e formation regarding the house
effective, the SBA would like or apartment to "SBA HOUS
third year students to give the ING" in either Box 78 or the
time, each student will be re they will observe our rules SBA information on housing SBA office. Thanks .
quired to acknowledge, in regarding academic honesty so
writing, that he or she has read long as they are made a~are of
the policy statement and the rules .
agrees to abide by it. (Execu
2. The facu~ty believes that
tion of this acknbwledgement candidates for the legal profes
shall be a pre-condition to tak sion should be expected to
The Carlos C. Alden Chapter chats" with professors and ad
ing
the
semester have and develop their own of Phi Alpha Delta Law Frater ministrators, expanded use of
examinations.)
ethical commitments to. in nity, International (PAD) today the guest speaker program, a
The resolutions were recom tellectual ·honesty and profes announced its officers fot the law student directory; and
mended by the Academic ·stan sional responsibility. In our 1980-81 school year: Ron PAD-sponsored intramural
dards and Standing Corri"mit view, that expectation will be Winter
Justice; Tanya teams. ·
tee.
furthered by leaving it to each Harvey - Vice-f ustice; Mary
PAD would like to remind
The resolutions are effective student to · take individual M . Walterich - Clerk; Stuart
that the book sale
everyone
immediately. Spring, 1980 ex responsibility for his or · her Ball - Treasurer; and Jean
aminations will be conducted own conduct on examinations. Maess - .Marshal. These new will be held, as always, during
accordingly . Each student will
3. The faculty expects that officers will be formally in the first week of classes next
receive a copy of the faculty under these condidons, ducted into their respective semester. Please bring in your
policy statement regarding students will take an individual positions at the next initiation books during orientation so
academic honesty. A form con and collective responsibility to ceremony tentatively schedul that we may hav~ a supply of
taining the affirmation re see to it that the rules regar ed for Tuesday, April 29, 1980. books ready to sefl the first
day, ·thereby increasing your
quired by paragraph 3 of._the ding academic honesty will . be
The fraternity is hoping to
April 4th resolution will also be observed by their peers . We expand its programming next chance of selling your books.
Third-year students are
providfd. Each student will be have not asked students to year beyond ·its present capaci
especially
eneouraged to bring
required to ex~cute the affir make express commitments ty. Currently, PAD runs a stu
mation form, and file it with that thev. will report violations dent booksale and blood books in or to leave them with
t
Registrar before the start to the f~culty - or its officers. mobile each semester arid an underclassman to -do so for
you. Books for t~ird-year
of he examination period.
We believe that to be un sponsors guest speakers from
courses
have proven, in the
_ This change in examination necessary, since we expect .PAD Alumni throughout the
policy and procedure is based that st\.ldents will aid in the en year. !n the planning stages are past; to be scarce items.
,
forcement of ..the rules as a a student internship program
on several grounds:
PAD, would like 'to wish
· 1. The faculty. ·has faith in matter of moral ·obligation with area attorneys, a series of everyone a wonderful summer,
the maturity and .honesty of arising out of the trust we orientation lectures for new and we hope you will look for
students, weekly "fireside us in the fall .
our students, and believes that place in them.
·

SBA Initiates Housing Assistance
Program For Incoming Freshmen

New Exam Procedures Adopted
At its meeting on April 4,

1980, the faculty adopted the
following resolutions:
1. The Registrar shall discon
tinue · the practice of proctor
ing the so-called " sit-down" or
classroom final examinations
in courses .
2. The Registrar shall ar
range for one or more staff
members or student assistants
to be available at suitable
locations in O'Brian Hall dur
ing regularly scheduled ex
aminations
to
provide
assistance to students who
become ill or indisposed dur
ing examinations, or to alert
the Registrar or appropriate
'faculty members to problems
regarding the administration of
examinations. Such staff
members or student assistants
will not be appointed to aid in
the enforcement of faculty
policy regarding academic
honesty.
3. Each semester, im
mediately prior to the start of
examinations, the Registrar
shall publish and distribute to
each student a copy of. the
policy statement regarding
academic honesty. . At that

, . four
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PAD Elects New Staff

.

L.a wyers Guild
)jinks Law; Politics
by Michael Wiseman-.

ed to the international •
pressures resulting from a
As an active member of the foreign policy which reflects
National Lawyers Guild, I am corporate needs. ·Economic
often asked by interested law turmoil i,:auses, ~r justifies,
students, "What does the cutback~ in Affirmative Action
Guild do?" For those attending Programs. Neo-FaG1st groups
the Guild'·s Spring Regional s~rengthen themselves by
Conference, the purpose and feeding on pepples' economic
value of the Lawyen Guild was and racial fears . These issues
made clear. Through political are examples of areas which
· action, discussion, community can be affected by_legal pe·o
and self-education, the pie. The legal field's impact on
Lawyers Guild offE!_rs political such issues is traceable to the
analysis to people in the legal role of the lawyer in our socie
field. This analysis seeks to link ty. This role is one which
issues of legal concern with allows lawyers to act as-main
more general . political and tainers, or alterers, of om
- mike buskus
' econdmic trends in this coui')- society.
try and internationally.
The Lawyers Guild general- Intellectual stimulus. For the Shakesp~are enthusiast, plays by Sir William are perf~rmed each summer by the
-.
To facilitate political actiori, ly, and particularly during UB Dept. of Theatre in conjunction with the Center for .Theatre Research.
education and discussion, the · Regional meetings, seeks 'to of
Guild makes use of Regional fer a fresh political perspective
meetings. On the weekend of on such issues. further, the
April 11, the Guild's Mid-East Guild attempts to show ' how
Region - comprising Western ·law students and attorneys can
by Mike Buskus
Anyway, I'm not going to concession stand .
New York, Miahigan and Ohio· use 1:heir skills to help shape
No, this is not- another ad tell you how traumatic,
I caught co·m edy of Errors
- met in Buffalo. In addition the political and economic for a bar review course!
unpleasant, and boring it is to on closing night, Sunday July
to concerning itself with inter- destiny of this country. Those
Studying for the bar is no study for the bar exam. My 24, two days before the bar ex
nal Guild matters, the Regional attending the Regional were picnic. Seri'ously, though, point is simply this: don't over- am . It was a great diversion
also addres~ed six issues of given some definite ideas you've probably heard enough do it. Keep some perspective from the rule against
general political concern . about how they could become of that from the bar review and detach yourself from the perpetuities, coinsurance
These issues were dealt with in involved in this process .
daily grind of bar review books clauses, secured creditors and
salespeople.
workshops, entitled: Opposin'g
and 'endless videoti3pes . · the exclusionary rule . Anyway,
Facism in America; Steriliza
Choose your own medicine. when almost everyoneis blood
tion Abuse; Toxic Substances;
Whatever 'it is - jogging, ten- pressure and nervous tension is
The Draft and Increased
nis, bicycling, .dancing, card at its peak (just before the bar
Militarism; Rural Legal Ser
playing you owe it to exam), is a fine time to relax.
vices; and Affirmative Action
yourself and your sanity to Really! You've already worked
in Law School.
take an occasional break from · six or seven straight weeks, so
Sleuth, a clever thril-ler · himself somewhat of a "games the routine.
While the Regional did not
a night off is both therapeutic
present general th~me,_it was which had a thre~ year run on player." His quarry in this in
· 1 found it was quite relaxing I and well-deserved .
apparent that the workshops' Broadway, came to Buffalo stance was · Milo Tindle ·(Joris to take a long bicycle ride ·
Back to Shakespeare .. . Last
sought to forge the link bet last Saturday night The play, Stuyck), seducer of the after · dinner. Usually, I rode year, as from its inception,
ween politics and the law. The written · by Anthdny Shaffer, ·author's wife, and more t~an a ·ten or fifteen miles, sometimes there was no admission charge.
present status of America in was performed before· a pack match for Wyke's m-achina more.
But, escalating costs could
the world is reflected in ed house at the Katharine Cor tions .
Another must (repeat, must!) change that this year.
various issues that concern the nell Theater, in the Ellicott
After IT (the bar exam) is a11
The action' moved along is Shakespeare in the Park :
legal coi;nmunity. Increased Complex.
Each summ.er, for the last four, over, relax, unwind, sleep, but
briskly,
.
and
neither
player
The play, which involves
militarism and the possibility
the Department of Theatre at before you leave Buffalo; DQ...
of a renewed draft can be trac- numerous plot twists and Qther stumbled over his lines. Direc UB, i(I conjunction with the NbT PASS GO, Go straight to
- - - - - - - - --- - - - -..· surprises, was very ably acted tion and -lighting of ·the play Center for Theatre Research, Delaware Park for the second
by two accomplished thes- was well handled, though I has s·taged two complete event in the summer of
pians.
.
would have preferred the Shakespeare theatre produc- Shakespeare in the . Park . Last
William Hanauer was lighting to . have been a bit tions outside in Delaware Pa~k year it was Much Ado About
brilliant in the role of Andrew softer. The set was properly Ed- . behind the Casino.
Nothing, which ran nightly, exWyke, an impotent writer of wardian, and the audience pro
The first half of last year's cept Mondays, from July 31
detective fiction. He fancies perly appreciative.
program, Comedy of Errors, until August 12. The acting and
directed by Saul Elkin, ran directing was first rate, the
nightly, except Mondays, from band was enthusiastic, the au
THIS IS IT!!!
July 10 until July 24. The cur- dience was fine and everyone
'tain rose (i.e., the sun set) more had a good time .
the year SBA law
·or less at 8 nightly.
Be sure you, too, take time
Seating was spacious - on out from studying for the bar
party at Kissing Bridge Ski
the lawn. Blankets and pillows to see Shakespeare in the Park .
' Lodge (Take Thruway Exit 5 5 to
are recommended . If you think Anyway, enjoy! And, yes, you
you'll be hungry or thirsty, br- too will pass the New York Bar
Rt. 219 to Rt. 240S into Glen·
ing your own, since there is no (the first time).

Relnxation Cures Bar Blues

'Skuth' Successfully
Performed·At El~icot!

a

J

,End of

Dial

.

asmnmerjob:

-800-331·1•
Work as a Manpower
temporary. Flexible
schedules. Good pay.
Assignments available in
ypur college town or
.hometown. rtease call.
toll free.

school

. wood)

SUNDAY, APRIL · 27 2:00 p.m.
Beer, wine, munchies, dancing,
buffet dinner, etc. ·
ALL invited:· faculty, first, se
cond, and third year law
students.
Transportation available frpm
law school-· Sign up on list -in ·
mailroom
TALK IT UP!!!

Body Conta~t Is Healthy
by Marc Ganz
.. . HUG ME?? Social scientist Virginia -Satir ~f Palo Alto,
Calif. believes that massive
quantities of hugging and
other bodily contact leads to
human growth in body and
soul.
Addressing the American Orthopsychiatric Association _
in
Toronto, Satir stated four hugs
are necessary for survival,
eight would be good for
maintenance and 12 ideal' for
growth. She added, "our pores
are places for messages of
love."

Satir is a pioneer in family
therapeutics, which measures
c~emical . responses to .bodily
stimuli. She has done consulta
tion work for the United States
Army and several universities.
She is disappointed with the
· A·mericans· she observes. "Most
touching done in this country
is done on the football field,"
she said. ,
In a related development,
participants at a Nation.al
Organization of Women spc,n:'."'
sored conference on Loni
· tsland advocated extramarital
sex as aood for "growth in the
1980s."
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. Last lfill And Testament -

•

,' ,

Btiubles Bequeathed In Last GratUitous Transfrr
We, the Class of 1980, of.
THIRTEENTH: Marty Schank
SUNY at Buffalo, School of leaves the clouds he's been in.
. La,w, Hall of John Lord
FOURTEENTH :
John
O'Brian, do hereby make, Whiting leaves his Key West
publish and declare this to be contacts .
our Last Will and Testament,
FIFTEENTH:
Steve
as follows:
.
Schurkman leaves a tough act
We give and bequeath the to follow.
following tangible and intangiSIXTEENTH: Jeff Allen
ble personal prope-,.ty to -the leaves his legal levity.
faculty, staff, administration
SEVENTEENTH: P~il Myers
and remaining students in the leaves his 4-on-the-floor, dualoverhe~d cam, fuel _injected
following manner:
FIRST: Rich Abbott, the ten· . mind.
nis star, leaves his balls.
EIGHTEENTH: Kurt Seidman
S~COND: Wayne Lopkin leaves his punk rock collec
leaves •his combination editing tion.
NINETEENTH : Ken Turek
pen-cattle prod .
THIRD: Claire Fay leaves us Leaves us glad that he came.
all breathing heavily. ·
TWENTIETH : ·Lorenzo
FOURTH : Randi Chavis McGrier and Jerry Randle
I aves her Opinion.
leave their true identities.
. .. FIFTH: Bill Higgins and Fran
TWENTY-FIRST: Pepi FreedTurner both leave their jock man leaves a pack of cigaretstraps.
tes and a-cup"Of coffee .
SIXTH: Sabino Gerard Citera
TWENTY-SECOND: Jim
leaves his real first name.
Anliot leaves us wondering
SEVENTH: Charlie Ben when the flood's coming.
leaves a 1ittle taller.
TWENTY-THIRD: Cathy
EIGHTH : Paul Buergher Kaman and Gus Ryan leave
leaves us with the task of figur· without ever having been here.
ing out who the hell he was .
TWENTY-FOURTH : Barry
NINTH : Debbie Norman Jones leaves his caveman strut.
leaves her car to someone
TWENTY-FIFTH: Rob Dunn
who's willing to tow the thing leaves this advice: "I'm sober
away. _
enough to realize that I'm too
TENTH: Eric Bloom leaves drunk to drive."
' his collars .
TWENTY -SIXTH: ·
Ted
ELEVENTH : Andy Mandel Donovan leaves his clipboard
leaves his Mulligan's V .I.P. and whistle.
TWENTY-SEVENTH : Ricky
card .
TWELFTH : Dave Wynn Sam~el leaves his Buddy Love
leaves a couple pairs of baggy cologne and wardrobe.
pants.
TWENTY-EIGHTH : Horace
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Gioia leaves, but plans to be
back for intramural football in
the fall.
TWENTY-NINTH : Mike
Shapiro leaves his camera to
someone who knows how to
focuss
THIRTIETH : Jeff Katz leaves
his love for the law and his
Hustler collection.
THIRTY -FIRST : · Karen
D'Agostino and Mary Jo Dowd
leave the difficulty of finding
two nicer peqple.
THIRTY-SECOND : Ken
Patricia leaves 4,786,616 emp·
ties .
0 · , · ,··
,.,
THIRTY-THIRD: Don West
leaves on another road trip,
but leaves this advice: "It's not
~here you go that counts, it's
who you bring along.
THIRTY-FOURTH : Steve
'
.

Curvin leaves his Flounder im
itation and his air sickness bag.
-THIRTY-FIFTH: Bob LaRussa
leaves dribbling.
THIRTY-SIXTH : Mike Mohun
leaves his motorcycle jacket .
and his Bruce Springsteen
look-alike trophy .
.
THIRTY-SEVENTH: Dave
Karel leaves us wondering.
THIRTY-EIGHTH : Marty
Violante leaves an offer you
better not refuse.
THIRTY-NINTH :
Jeff
Serether and Joan Hoffman
leave together.
FORTIETH: Paol ·· Bumbal'o
leaves a funny last name.
FORTY-FIRST: . Lee Smith
wishes he could leave a funny
last name.
·· FORTY-SE-COt-:D : · Beth
Buckley leaves Ken Joyce as

:.

- amy 10

the only person crazy enough
to still root for the Boston Red
Sox.
FORTY-THIRD: Bonnie
Co~en leaves for San Fran·
cisco.
FORTY-FOURTH : Sherm
Kerner leaves · hi.s SBA tasks
and coaching duties to some
other poor sucker who won't
be able to smile through the
whole thing.
FORTY-FIFTH : Diel<' lroll
leaves his L.L. Bean catalog.
FORTY-SIXTH: Tom Kelly
leaves ... thartk God, .
•

"" '

I'

FORTY-SEVENTH : Hector
Santiago and Larry Kerman
leave their voices .
· .FORTY-EIGHTH : Lew Steele
leaves 'his <·• in~ini - in•im
inimitable style.

. - . ...·. ATTENTION ,
su... mer 'SO BARlBRI
Revie~ Takers:
..

.

.

.The course will nin froDl -June 6 -to July 24. You
should-be receiving notification and-details in the
mail by May.9th.
There will be two sessions daily, 10.a.m.-2 p.m.
and 6-10 p.m. You tnay pick whichever session you
wish.
Anyone wishing . to administrate the 6.;10· p.m.
session, please phone 691-4369. Compen$ation· is
i.nvolved~

..,

/

Pep Talk ,

,Some Spol"ting Report,s We ,Would L_Ove TQ Hear ,
beer and the salesman had cut despite the fact it appears they ~ million per and he wants to tial f.or far too many years to
his lip on a chipped glass, but have lost the battle to have finish his education. It just engage in idle. dreaming about
Hartford: 62 year old Cordie later revised his statement Ralph "Swish" Jackson declare seems short-sighted to me." ·
their_ chances. I began this
Howe begins his 42nd year of followi,ng the operation to re- himself a haidship case, drop
Now for one stQry I think season as a skeptic, along with
professional hockey tonight, as attach the salesman's left .t out of Thomas Jefferson Junior you will see. 'Coaltending and . many other Sa6re fans, hoping
his Hartford Whalers -begin the _cheek to his face, stating, "He High School, and join the team defense have won the last six the Sabrt!s· could prove worfhy
1990-91 NHL season by facing put a lampshade on J:iis head for next year. Jackson, 13, has Stanley Cups for Montreal and of the strong support and consoff : against . the Ired Deer ,and I thought he was making repoitedfy _been offered ·one Philadelphia. The Buffalo tant sellouts the fans . have
Moosepelts, ·. the 33rd • and fun of me."
.
millio·n dollars a year and a Sabres have them both, and as given them for the last ten
newest NHL team. Asked if it
Martin later told reporters, date with Brooke Shields if he of this writing have a years.
.was hard- getting psyched for after being :fired, he didn't .stgns with .the club. "I don't legitimate shot at the Cup.
They have, The Buffalo
another ·season, Howe admit n~ed Yankee owner George ' unders.tand it!" lamented
I am a Sabre fa'1, and have Sabres will defeat the Mon
ted it was, but said it would , Steinbre.nner to protect him Celtic general manage·r Red shared season tickets for nine treal·Canadiens in seven games
have been worse if he had and "George can just get one . Auerbach yesterday, "I 9ffer years, but I have also seen the for the Stanley Cup.
played for -either o(, the two of his boats and sit on .it." the kid a three year contract at team play below their potenStanley Cup· finalists, who Steinbrennei, who' had suebro4ght the long 1989-90 cessfully persuaded the ad.
·
seas.on to an end last Friday.
ministr.ators -of the SunWhen · asked · if he had any nybreeze Psychiatric Center to
1 ~I
·
other gqals to shoot for before release Martin so he could
he retired, Howe said he hQped manage this year, w'as
Too much of the material on
by Mike Rosenthal ·
thoroughly.
to hang on for four more years, reportedly distraught
,
Against The Wind - Bob Seger
The best of the dance this album consists ~ f
so he could play with his
St. Louis: Flash Peters, the and the Silver Bullet Band
numbers are "Stomp" and whispered ballads. No matter
grandson, Cordie Ill.
Heisman Trophy winner and
Sege'r's finest album comes "Light Up The Night," while how good the material might
Syracuse: Manager Billy the NFl's number one draft after an alb\Jm so good it is the best of the more mellow be, this similarity of interpreta
Martin was fired yet again by choice, who decided to sit out hard to belie',(e it has been b_
et- cuts are the gorgeous tion does not make for
the New York Yankees for his the season because the Cincin ter.ed. Seger has an excellent "Treasure''. and "This Had .To anything but "muzak." Never
always colorful off-the-field nati Bengals refused to give mix of ballads and rockers and Be." It was always obvious theless, "After Dark," "Desire"
behavior. Martin reportedly him the one million dollar a performs both equally well. that the_Brothers Jo.hnspn had and one of two ballads done
punched out a lampshade
year contract he wanted, is One of the best ballads on the a fine album in them; it's ·nice with Olivia Newton-John, "I
• I
salesman in a Syracuse bar last now working in a McDonald's album is' the current single to see they have finally record Can't Help It" are worthy of at
tention . It's a pity these songs
night. Martin originally releas: in a St. Louis suburb.
"Fire Lake." "No Man's-Land,'' ed one.
are surrounde~ by so much
ed a statement · in · which he
Boston:· The Boston Celtics "Against The Wind" and Depart~re - Journey
·
claimed he only had a light remained undaunted today, "Shinin' Brightly" are further
The best thing about this muck.
evidence of Seger's ability versatile album is Journey has But The Little Girls Uliilerstand
within a genre that J,e is usual- gotten rid of the excesses and _: The Knack
Not as bad as the first single.
ly not identified with.
flourishes ex-producer Roy
However, there are also Thomas Baker ·bestowed upon off the album, "Baby Talks Dir
many rockers of superior quali- their last two albums. The ty" (a "My Sharona" clone) and
The commencement ,com Jubulis, secretary to Dean ty, especially "The Horizontal songs are a bit more commer not as good as their first
mittee is pleased to announce He;f"drick and Linda ,Nad- Bop" and "Her Strut." · The cial than their previous album, the second Knack
the recipients . of the 1980 brzuch of the admissions and · years of touring and writing material, but the success of album is a very pleasing collec
1
senior class faculty and staff. records staff.
have paid off. "ith this album "Lovin' Touchin' Sgueezin' " tion of songs heavily influenca~ards:
.
. Seger has reaffirmed his status from their last album showed . ed by the sixties. It's not art,
Professor Louis Del Cotto
The aw_ards will
be
as at!~~ superstar. -. .
. there -was a definite audience but it is fun ... after all, that is
• will feceive the faculty award. pre~ented ~Y member-t ot.~he ._... Liiht JJi> T,he- _Night -;..;·~ Thi:!" • for · their· music. Thankfully, what their music is supposed
The staff award will be senior clas.s at the .upcoming Brothers Johnson
·
Journey does not copy their to be!
;
presented to both "Cleo" commencementt:eremo,:,ies. -~, >:- Al«ir' a dismal"thil'i:J-·album,
·
· previous- ·son~~ like many Gideon - Kenny Rogers
One of the finest albums
and two uneven but promising groups do on their first album
albums, the Brothers Johnson · after a big break-through. ever made in the country
seem
to
have .gotten Three. songs on .this album genr~. Kenny Rogers has ·wP"
th~mselves in • shape . to pro- deserve · muth radio · airplay. · duced a ·true classic with .this
duce a soulful and danceable . These are "Any Way You Want conceptual album that tells
album of · high quality . It," "Walks Like -A Lady" ,and the story of Gideon Tanner, the
preacher's son who became a
Although
. Quincy Jones has "Where Were You ."
He began his journey with the meekest of tools,
produced .· all their ·other AmericanGig~Jo - Soundtrack cowboy and lived a life of
c~ of fools.
· _.
Teaching a lessor to his audien_
albums, h'e has pulled' out all
This album is selling ·. only . womanizing and drinking. Kim
He scaled the mountain with only courage and skill,
the stops 'this time . As he did ... because of the indusio.ri of Carnes and Dave Ellington
for Michael Jackson's recent Blondie's giant hit, "Call Me." wrote every song, and the
For this was the destiny of his own free will.
album,
. Jones has brought With the excepti'on- of one album re cts this consisten-.
But he climbed the mountain not as a dare. ·
former Heatwave member Rod other vocal by Cheryl Barnes, cy. The va iety of tempo fits
And he didn't just climb ,because it was-there.
Temperton in to assist with the this album is solely instrumen the stages of he story line so
· He beca,;,e a better m_an for every inch he rose.
songwritil)g chores·. The knack tal; two of them with the same perfectly it seems as if the
for a commercial b·ut not tune as "Call Me." Giorgio songs wrote themselves. An
Oh, the agony and pain, God only knows!
watered-down soulful sound Moroder is quite talented, but honest, pure and perfect .
His audience watched with ignora'nce and awe,
will
be ·
that Temperton brought to with so much , of the album album . that
As they couldn't understand just what they saw:
songs like "Rock With You;'' devoted to his instrumentals, it remembered for years . to
come, Gideon should be fook
"Off The Wall" and "Boogie is definitely not worth S8.98·.
"Why does he-climb? What does he seek?"
ed into by everyone.
Nights"
fills
this
album
Afte,r
Dark
Andy
Gibb
And others would answer, "Why, tb reach the peak!"

by Joe Peperone

Record Rack

seven

~Tew
· AlbumS Fo r Summe r

A u,tJrds Are·Announced.

The Mountain•Climber

"What a foolish m~n and what a silly goal!
He'd be just as fTlanly if he climbed. a pole!"
But we ought not measure Man by what goals he seeks,
Be they fortune and fame or mountain peaks. .
The fact that he does strive ,to reach that Summit
Precludes him from ever having to plummet.
And if you ever ask him why he climbs, ·
He will give you an answer th~t always rhymes:
"I do not strive merely to reach the top,
I only climb·because I mustn't stop!"
quasi N. Rem ('81) .

,,

To all the mountain climbers of the class of 1980, QUASI N.
REM wishes you health, happiness and; success as you em
bark ;,, your future. QL!ASI will be back next semester, but
increased newspaper responsibilities may_decrease his in

spirationaf'drive.

BAR EXAMS AREN'T LIKE
LAW SCHOOL EXAMS
Knowing how to write answers th-e way Bar Examiners
want ·to see them written can make the crucial' difference.
Hundreds of students from New York law schools have been convinced that what
they learned at THE KASS PROBLEM ANALYSIS CL~ICS was essential
to their success in the Bar Exam.
·
AITEND THE FIRST CLIN!e-ABSOLUTELY FREE-on June 14, 1980
Clinics will run on six Saturdays, starting June 14, at SUNY/Buffalo. FEE: 89&.
Second year studen~ can attend our June 1980 and June 1981 series
upon- the payment of only one fee.
·
'
A TOTAL OF 16 DIFFERENT, VERY DIFFICULT ESSAYS WILL BE COVERED
IN EACH SERIES.
'::,,
Fo; further information or if'interested in an appointment to hear a playback tape of
the first cllnic call Buffalo agent, Oliver Young, at ~ 9 . Any other questions can
be addre88Cd to KASS PROBLEM ANALYSIS CLINIC, 27 William St., N.Y.C..- N.:Y.
lOOOl§'(B~B-WHS-2690).
'
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C,imputer Probkms
Plague The ETS
cont'd. from page one
petitive and selective than it
was last year. In referring to
the numbers from which the
decisions must be made,
Dooley said, "We should have
a very highly qualified group
of students next year."
This increased applicant
pool is evfdent throughout the
nation. This will make the ETS
delay that much more signifi
cant.
Applicants, however, are not

William Greiner

being informed about this
delay and are being kept in
"blissful ignorance" according
to Assembly Higher Education
Siegel (D-Manhattan). Accord
ing to UB admissions and
ding to UB admissions and
records, a noti fication process
by them would be too costly
and too time consuming to be
worthwhile.
Steve Solomon, head of the
Standardized Testing Project
for New York Public Interest
Group (NYPIRq agrees with
Siegel. He said this i.s "an un
precedented breakdown in ser
vice that has adversely af
fected tens of thousand s of
law school applicants ."
The Law School's Admis
sions Council however denies
all charges of non-disclosure
and claims that the delay has
been covered in college·
newspapers around the coun
try.
As of April 6, 1980, ETS
estimated the delays were
reduced to two weeks .
The nation-wide scope of
the admissions delav, is ex
pected to prevent any signifi
cant long-term adverse effects .

-

michael shapiro

Future law professors? Whatever the case may be, the rites of spring have come and apparently these young
tots have taken the capitalist approach to the season. Whatever happened to five cent lemonade?

Legal Method Program Examined·
cont'd. from page one .
to actively seek out disadvan
taged students, a duty to
allocate the necessary
resources to help them adjust
properly ." Rodwin expressed
concern that the present pro
gram not be curtailed, and that
more qualified persons be
allocated .

" There are very deep risks in
Boyer said he believed the
year long research and writing any special admissions pro
course conflicted with the gram, " said Greiner. "You're
probably going to lose some .
legal method program .
" As a result of legal method And it always-hurts," he added .
running simultaneously with
"Everyone admitted under
researach and writing, " said the special progr:tm," said
Boyer, "students in the pro Everett Hopkins, another stu
gram ·may be overburdened dent enrolled in the program ,
with writing to the extent that "can handle law school. The
less time is available for actual · problem is that the law school
course work ."
can't handle us. There are not
Cowan said he would sup enough faculty to deal with
port an administrative pro the thirty students admitted .
another year at UCLA, George
John Spanogle is _ unsure posal to place civii procedure We should be given more feed
Priest, who will be teaching at . whether hi~ sabbatit:al will in the second year of law back oh our progress ."
Yalt:, and Milton Kaplan.
Randall Perry, a stu-dent
begi11 in the fall or spring schoor'to a lleviate some of the
Barry Boyer will be going on semester of next year and Joan research and writing pressures . enrolled in the program, cited
sabbatical in the spring, as will
l:lollinger, who completed a Criminal law would serve to . s-ubstantive problems with the
Wade Newhouse, whose one year visiting appointment, replace civil procedure, but program . "There should be
course on collective bargain Will be going back to Detroit. . research and writing would be_ more writing related to the
· ing will be taught by Jacob
Those professors . returning postponed until the secQnd final' exam," he said .
Hyman-. •
Sheryl Robertson, al~o
from sabbaticals include Janet year.
Boyer cited a third factor enrolled in the program, said,
Lindgren, who will be back
full-time to teach torts and which may have affected last "There shoultt be more em
legislation, James ·Atleson, semester's program . He phasis on writing and exam
who may be teaching a new hypothesized the admissions techniques . Anyone can learn
first year course in labor and committee may have "dipped substance, we need to learn
employment, Marjorie Girth, lower into the applicant pool" how to apply the law in an ex
who . will be offering debtor than it should have last am situation."
Professor Paul Spiegelman,
creditor and bankruptcy semester.
Boyer and Greiner expressed who taught civil procedure in
reorganization, John Schlegel,
who will teach a new first year concern over the need for the special program, maintain
course on judges. Thorne Mc greater scrutiny in future ed that " although there were
Carty, who will continue his special admissions applica great.human risks involved, the
computer research, will be tions. "There were a substan program was worthwhile. The
teaching only one course in the tial number last semester who students need time to adjust to
fall , probably patents an didn't do as well as we e>' the rigors of law school," he
pected them to do," Greiner said, "and the first semester is
copyrights.
admitted .
too soon to judge."

New Professors Join UB Faculty
c_ont'd. from' page one
has also practiced law as an
associate with an Indianapolis
firm for one year.
Members of the full-time
faculty who will be taking or
continuing sabbaticals and
therefore not be teaching in
<~ fall •include Grace
Blumberg, who is • staying on

Job .Seeking In The ·
Legal ·Coniinunity?
Imprqve Your CJj,ances!
Yot;i can now ~ave your ·letters of applicati"on
individually ·a nd professionally · typed, error
free, at a reasonable price ..
Call us for details ............ ~-8 a.m.-9 p.m. (Mon.-Sat.)
Parago,n Business Services
·
- michae/ shapiro

~ t let finals 1et you down: 1et a Norton cafeteria Ice cream special.
Mm - Mm - Meay.

· Statler Building - Suite 1304
'
107 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202
847-1260
,
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F acuity Resigns Due
To L-a ck Of Utility

- gu y van baa /en

Lone duck frolics in John Lord O'Brian Memorial Swamp.

Studen_t;,s .Sue . To Preserve .Swamp
1.

A group of three law
students fi,led a legf1I action in
t~e United . States Distri~t
Court for 't he Western District
of New . York .t o,d_ay see~i1,1g to
enjoin the construction of the S,9cial Sciences Building on the
Amherst
c / mpus '.
The
students'· main argument is
that to~ onstruct the ~uilding,
the University would have to
destroy a federally protected

wetland wi l hin the meaning of the students' action , said ,
the Federal Wetlands Protec "They would only have a case
tipn Act. The students ar.e ex if the district court were
pected
to
produce hold.ing ' M 8ot Courf." This
_photographs before _the c; o,u rt respon~e was elic~ted from Pro
showing a continuous water fessor Mann ' just. minutes· after
level of 6" or more and also the Mugel luncheon, at which
plan to introduce evidence Mann chatted with longLtim e
that several wild ducks have
friend , Al Mugel, after whom
taken up residence at the· site.
Law Professor W . Howard the Moot Court ta x competi
Mann, asked t? comment upon tion is named.

Ne~ Admissions Po~cy Instituted
-

In announcing guidelines for prised· of approximately 234
the selection of next year's • students . Of these. 160 would
freshman class, Associate be women , 40 · would be
Dean William Greiner inform- .· Blacks, 20 American Indians, 5
ed the university the Law Eskimo, 5 lr.1nian, 2 Serbo
SchooJ plans to continue its ef- Croatian, 1 Chinese and a
forts to compensate for past white male Ivy Leagu e
discrimination in professional graduate from Long Island."
/1aw ~ dmissions. " The class of
Asked as to why the latter
1983," he said , " would be com- ~ould be given a r, lace 'in the

'

I

In an unprecedented move
yesterday, all members of the
faculty
of
Law
and
Jurisprudence tendered their
resignations to President
Robert Ketter effective immediately . This came after a
protracted faculty meeting at
which variou s members of the
tenured teaching staff fell
asleep when Dean Thomas
Headric-k suggested that they
all drive over to the Main
Street campu s and tender their
resignation s, en masse. In a
tersely written statement, the
faculty declared they felt
themselves of little or no !Ase
to the university in general,
and to the law school in particular.
Contacted in hi s suburban
.home, Hea-drick said the
writing had beeh on the wall
for some time.
"We decided, " he said, " that
it would be just as well for the
students to teach themselves,"
a process· he admitted had
been going on for some time.
"They've got the law · library,
half of them have jobs
downtown , and there are
always the tapes in A-V." "6k-.
ed what he would -be doing
with all his spare time, the
Dean had a pat answer.
" I'm going spelunking in
Great Britain . Citing a severe
dislike for the-- modern ar
chitecture of John Lord
O ' Brian Hall, Headrick stated
he never really felt comfor
table in ii building without win
dows, or without iv·1 climbing
the walls .

Jack Hyman, a.k .a. "Uncle
Jack," was less willing to
discuss the move, which has
sent shock waves through the
university community .
" Oh, for Christ' s sake, " he
whined, showing clear signs of
irritation . " Haven ' t you
students bothered me en·ough
all these years? Now that it's
' outski ,' won ' t you ,-p lease
leave me alone." Pressed as to
what he would do now, Hyman
said, " Look ·for another
teaching post, of course."
Professor Howard Mann said
he wa s relieved his sabbatical
from the Supreme Court was
now over, and he would return
to his position there after thirty
years.
,. " What good did we do
them? " was Louis Del Cotto's
re sponse to the mass resigna
tion . '' No student of mine has
ever practiced tax law. In fact,
I had the feeling all along that
my popularity was a ' require
ment.' "
Al so relieved were Pro
fessors Richard Bell and
· Michael Schaeftler. While the ·
former said he now could
spend more time touring in his
MG, the latter hoped to deVbte
his full attention to the restora
tion of a Ford Pinto, and thus
. avoid the necessity of hitch
hiking to his next job, which he
said would be with a five hun
dred partner firm in 111 inois .
Professor Kenneth Jovce an
nounced after the meetings he
would be moving to Boston, to
be closer to his beloved Red
cont 'd. on page four

c lass, Q einer replied the com
mittee felt strongly that liberal
admissions policies should not
be overdone. He 'al so said this
student would be carefully
observed and m.onitored to in
sure he wa s not a disruptive influen ce.
'
1
" W e could always toss him·
out.'; was · the chairperson's
reaction to the suggestion that
such a student might indeed
upse t c la ss homogeneity.
Pressed about the question
of d·iscrimination; Greiner ad
mitted the department had
placed a rather peculiar inter
pretation upon the Supreme
Court's decision in Bakke. " We
reje ct," he said, " the majority's
holding in Bakke,"
" It . is for e.ach school to
decide wh~t percentage of
m i r\ o r i.t i es
s11 o u I d
be
admitted ," said Greiner.
He stated thi s was especially '
true for a school su ch as UB,
which had unbreakable ties
both to the State as well as to
the I,ocal community•.
When -asked what wi1I hap-'
"Put the potitoes in at, 450°. I'm le,vina ior the airport m~w." , . ,
•pen' ir'i' the' fut'ure 1when white
cont 'd. on' p'age 'four
I J'
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Wonderful World
by Robert Potenza

Don 't
Don 't
Don 't
Don 't

know
know
know
know

Legislative History
Constitutionality
nothing from my old case book .
much about the torts I took .

But I do know that I'm no fool
And if I ever get out of law school
What a wonderful world it would be
Don 't know much about Civi./ Pro
Or any other that (expletive deleted) they feed ya
Don 't know much 'bout jurisdiction
They all say it's a legal fiction
Now, I don 't claim to be an " H " student
Athough I'm trying to be
•
Cause maybe by being an " H " student, baby,
I can get someone to hire me.
Don 't know much about the Middle Ages
Where Courts of Chancery hung peasants and pages
I stay up late at night moanin ' and groanin '
I can 't distinguish between Rem and Personam
Maybe your professors are a breeze
Mine think they are Socrates
I went and bought myself a three piece suit
Although the only court I see is Moot.
When I graduate I 'm telung you
Even though my student loans are due
What a wonderful world it will be 1
■E==!:5BE=5!=18EIEl!!!!IIEIIIS:!!!!!!!5la

Former Law Student Offered
Bribe For
Poor Performance•

There was a microphone
· planted at the center seat at
· the · Moot Court Room's - front
bench . Along with tbat was ·a
pitcher of water and a small
black box which contained a
device to distort the speaker' s
voice to sound like a famous
cartoon mouse . Federal agents
led a masked man into the
room and seated him behind
the microphone. Asid e from
the handful of students allow- .
ed at this meeting, rr ost of the
professors had been sl"nmon
ed to hear the young man's
stery . His tale was the exr -: ;1
of a bizarre plan se.t up' f)\' t.hr
Administration to encou~ag€
students to a'chieve higher
grades.
The masked man revealed
that he-was a 1976 g(Q.duate of
U B Law. He said that after he
had received his fifth of twelve
" D" grades in his secon<t-vear,
he wa s approached by two as
of yet unnamed men wearing
hats and trench coats in the
vicinity of the fifth floor facul
ty lounge.
' 'They told me that I could
do better than I had been do
ing, and that they were willing
to . offer me $500 for each D
received to that point. Any D's
received after that wo[lld
receive a $750 price tag. They·
also informed me of a project
to encourage students to do
better through · monetary
rewards ." Recently, the plan
had been referred ta in a
paraphrase of Joe Garagiola' s
Chrysler pitch, "Got a D? Get a
check!" In totai, the masked
man received $7,750, for his
poor grade performance.
Perhaps the story never
would have gone beyond the
confines of O ' Brian hall but for
two things . FiJst, the stLident
couldn't gain admission to the
Bar due to hi s grades . Because
he had been paid for · this
lacklustre performan ce, he
had expec ted that he wou1d be
given a b'reak when he
graduated . Second, the ad
mini strat ion found it was pay
ing out money to oth_erwise
-good students who were get
ting " D " grades just to get the
checks . Rumors have it that
the sc hool took a financial
beating . last se111ester when it
paid a record amount to

I

students in a certain Tax I sec Sears Library .
"The
guards
n.ayer
tion . Said one student who
received a D and $500, " I was materialized, the're are still
told that tax wasn 't an easy non-law students using the
subject, but the $500 sure library, and taxpayers' money·
makes it easier to bear! " is dow('l the tubes again, "
Therefore, the university was stated a public interest group
goaded into action . Initial in-• spokesman, who . preferred to
vestigation prompted the ad rem a in u riidentified . •
While in the Moot Coart
ministra-tion to change its tack
and offer hornbooks, Gilbert's Roon;i , I had a chance to tape
and Nutshells to students hav some comments from pro
ing difficulty with courses . fessors present. Herewith are a
" We thought of it as a deter few statements:
" Had I known -then what I
rent to D's," _·quipped one
faculty m ember . " It was know now, I wouldn't have
cheaper to buy book s to save done it. " " They have no basis
students from the hea rtbreak for taxing my patience and
of an unsatisfactory grade time like this! " " What's this
rather than to pa y them for guy's ..problem?" " Make me an
argument why '- should listen
poor performance."
Soun;:es are trying to ascer to this !" " This fundamentally
tain how much money was unfa/r practice fust shocks -my
spent, and the bureaucratic conscience! " and " The Feds
boondoggle has baffled those appear· to have a prima facie
_seeking the person(s) responsi ·case unless the ultimate facts
ble for the program ' s inception show a nationalized legal right
and maintenancL . Reliable in to engage in such activities ."
formants have told this . The dean was unavailable for
reporter that the ·money was comment, as he was in England
siphoned from a fund trying to argue against the tor
established to pay guar~s to tious enfeoffment of- his
bar no11-law students from ancestor's castle.

Pkrson Not Tireless;

SBA Suffers Criilis
New SBA President Melanie defects and that the SBA might
Pierso~ has b~en stuck in a tire · have a cause of action against
for nearly three weeks. With its Firestone . Four other directors
new p.resident totally in suggestsed the warranty might
capable of performing her not extend to people who get
duties, SBA faces , a constitu stuck inside the
. tires. Five /
tional crisis of monumental directors resigned .
proportions .
The meJ:ting adjourned leav
Three direct9rs pointed out _ing Lew Steele behind debating
that the tire, a Firestone '500' all seven sides .of the issue so
steel belted radial, was recall there wou Id be- a record of the
ed due tq manufacturing debate.

Prof. Charged _With Udder CrueltY
April 2, 1980
From our Staff Correspondent
Madison, Wisconsin -

the Adams ' barn admiflis-tering he had any comment to make
electric shocks to over 200 at the time of ·arraignment, the·
prize guerr'lsey milk cows·. teacher of constitutional law
Evidently, he had tied elec- raised his shackled hands and
Professor Howard Mann was trodes to their udders, and was · approached the bQ!lch. " Got
arraigned late today before handling a switch which sent _n o prima facie case, don 't you
Dane County Court Judge Bo 110 volts into the startled see?"
Vine in connection with a animals. Adams had been at
Judge Vine said no, he did
criminal complaint filed by a tracted to the barn by the loud not see, and granted Mann
local dairyman which alleged braying sounds. He wrestled
that the law professor had with the UB law professor $5,000 bail , ordering that' he
engaged in conduct which con-. before disconnecting the elec return to Wisconsiljl in a month
stituted cruelty to animals, trical harnesses from his cows. for trial. ' Asked if he would
In county court, Judge Vine
punishable under , Section
take advanta-ge of A_C LU
155-A of the Wisconsin Penal commented he had never
Code.
l)eard of such a thing before. representation, ~ann said he
In his complaint filed with ' He conjectured that this case wou Id. not, sta i ng the
the Town of Reading Police, would stand, beside Dean Milk American Cow Lovers Union
Charles "Chuck" Adams main- in the annals of Wisconsin could hardly be expected to be
ta_ined he had fpund Mann In jurisprudence. Asking Mann. if . of muc~ h~lp_.
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To Colit~ Research
by Marc Ganz
Government Correspondent

Copy machine claims its first victim.

Copy Machines Eniit Radiation
by Karen Spencerwood

would no longer have to worry
about her acne problem .
"Either those x-rays will clear
them up.or I'm not going to be
around to worry aboo.t them ."
Other students .expressed
fears quite openly about loss
or · haj.r, fertility, health, and
their li\l"es in general.
" What in hell is going on
around here, " asked one
distraught co-ed, who remark
ed that she had spent the bet-

ter part of Spring break work
ing in the library, to a great ex
tent with the machines .
" Every body took off for
Florida, and I'm up here in this
sweatbox getting an X-ray sun
tan ."
This led other students to
complain about their own ex
posure, and a phone call was
placed to Xerox in an effort to
clarify the mystery surroun
ding -the three copiers.

A statement issued last week
by the Xerox Compan_y has set
off widespread fear of radioac
tive contaminati9n in the stu·
dent body . Mr: John R. Blum,
speaking at a news confer~nce
in Rochester on Friday, an·
nounced that the - company
had removed three of its 124
copiers from the Charles Sears
Library after- a careful inspec
tion disclosed t'hat the·
machines were giving off
dangerous amounts of radia
tion . Stating that everything
was under control , and dispell
ing doubts about other Xerox
machines in use 'at the presetit
time, the spokesperson assured
the press that the .problem was
limited ,to machines that had
been -use_d in the UB Law
School.
· Meanwhile. back at the
Amherst Campus. officials
were trying to recast events
which led up to retrieval of the
machines by Xerox . Xerox ha s
maintained it was called in
after reports were made by the
law .school that the rooms in
which the copying machines
were situated had become ex
tremely overheated . At first
· Of course, this mode of analysis dismissing the compla.int as
er - review, uhm, that is, scrutiny,
something to do with local
or rather, perusal is based on one
ventilation, the company
fhing, namely .. ~
..
became concerned after geiger
counter readings roughly ap
proximated those taken . at
Hiroshima two days after .the
H-bomb had been dropped.
After determinil'}g it wa s in
deed their machines which had
caused the unusually high
levels of radi ation, the com
pany sent in a team of special
ly- clothed technicians to
remove the faulty copiers, and
•transported them back to
Rochester in a lead van . It was
the witnessing of the machines
removal which touched .off widespread panic · among
students .
,
Uhm
test, or exam if you like;
"So that's how they w.wk,"
ahh, one, who is bringing the ac
said one student who has used
tion - in otlier w"ords - there are
.the ·machines extensively. "I.
always other word~ -who is suing
)Vas wondering hqw t~ey made

On Tuesday night, the Student
Bar ' Association allocated its
$25 ,000 surplus to ~ Colitis
A-ssoci ·ate s, a riewly formed
research group on lower intestinal
problems. Thi s action came after
nearly five hours of · emotional
debate between supporters of col
itis study and the -Anti-Balding
Coalition of UB .
The SBA was split evenly over
the issue. Tony _Leavy opened
debate with a half hour
d emonstration of the reason s for
colitis research . Many mem bers of
the student governm ent left the
room during this peri od . As Leavy
explai ned. " There is a. high in
c idence of co litis at thi s law
sc hool . Sinc e m any stud en ts
deve lop thi s and other lowe r in
testinal disorders while here. it is
up to the SBA to fund research in
an attempt to correct the problem .
In any case, " he added . " co litis
resea rch is.soc ially progress ive."
The Anti-Balding Coa litio n had
many thi ck and bri stlin g sup
porters . how eve r . President
Melanie Pierson shouted (for the
first time in years). I want haii:, I
ju st want hair! " She repeatedly us
ed her parliamentary powers to
h ampPr Leavy's presentation .
whil e simultaneously stroking her
chestnut lock s. smiling· like a
Cheshire ca t.
SevPral third year stud ent s
demon strated outside the meeting
room in favor and support of the
co litis proj ect. At one point. a
group led by ·Emil DeNardo
threa tened the colitis backers with
physical harm . whi c h led to
rpc rimination s-a nd counter-threa ts
which sought to agitate DeNardo' s
stand)ng to . spea k for the Anti
Balding Coa litio n, keeping in view

his long history of lower tract infirmities.
'
·
Above the disruptive din which
at one point brought the ~BA
meeting to a halt, Lew Steele por
trayed the plight of a third year
student wit~ colitis . He spoke of
crJlmps and other intestinal pro
blems. his in li:µ rn led to -accusa
tions by some present that Steele
had generated more intestinal
disorder than he had suffered
himself.
At the close of debate, the SBA
voted 4 to 2 in favor of the colitis
grant. Pierson was unavailable
. af ter the meeting to answer ques
tions from the press, who had been
barred from the meeti ng during
testimony before the committee
which had studied the various
possibilities for di spersing the
funds .
It was learned later, however,
that the Sierra Club, BALSA, and
th e Love Canal Homeowners
Association had each asked for tim e to present their appeals to the
SBA . However, eac h had been
refused under the theory that more
important co n ce rns . su c h as
SUNYABALDIES and SUNYAB
COLITIS, need tak e precedence
over non-university activities such
as Sierra and Love Canal; while
BALSA was denied access to the
meeting and thus to the funds
because they were merely a
minority group. not re.presenting
the bulk of the student body.
It -was opined. however. that if
BALSA had a ny bald members,
espec ially like Persis Khambatta in ·
Star Trek, then they would be eligi
ble for consideration . Pat Dooley.
SHA vice-president and former
afro-sty le hair-do wearer, com
mented -that a transition from
BALSA to BALDSA could easily be
effected .

Adventure~. in Constitutional La)V

Race - that is to say, black s ahh - minorities - not in the
statistical sense. really, but if you
.will in a broad er se nse
Everybody except Supreme Court
' Justices

•••

Or rather, eight of them. at least,
depending on a simple three-or
four, it doesn't really ?natter which ,
tiered

And finally, wel~ is a coin toss to
be employed, or some other, more
sophisticated device, and S(? on . . .

---

Uhm - where was I?
. . . 1thm, 'b,' what _pllase the moon
,those neat copies.'' _
is
in
...
Another student, laughing
nervously, joked . that,, .s h e ~ - - - - - - . . : . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....- - - - - - .,_
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•Prometheus Bound

law School Founded In ·Greece
by Susan L. Beberfall
.and Cindy E. Antanaitis

cent. Exert yourself, my good
friend; I am not asking you a
d ifficu It question."

to favor you today. Sacrificial
offerings of thanks should be
left at the Faculty Altar.

· Perhaps you have en
countered the so,cal led
"Socratic Method" during your
sojourn at UB. This is not to be
confused with the Actor' s
Studio Method or Marlon Bran
do. The Socratic Method had
its origins in ancient Greece.
But unlike law students today,
those of ancient Greece had a
distinct advantage. Not only
did aspiring Pfatos have their
own scorecards, but they,
knowing the questions and
answers Socrates would pose
\beforehand, called all
the
shots. Now you may ask, " Is
this ethical? " (only your Bar Ex
aminer knows for sure). With
time, however, the Socratic
Method.became cheap, vulgar,
corrupt and commercialized .
In short, it emerged, full-blown
as the "Sarcastic Method" we
_all know today . Let's contrast
some dialogues from then .
·
and now.
A True Socratic Dialogue (ex
cerpted from The Euthyphro,
Church Ed., 1956)
.
Socrates: " Is all justic pious
.. . ? Or, while all piety is just,
is a part only of justice pious,
and the rest of it something
else? "
Student: "I do not follow you ,
Socrates."
Socrates: "Yet you have the ad
vantage over me in your yq_uth
no less than your wisdom . But,
as I say, the wealth of your
wisdom makes you compla-

Modern Version:
Professor: What is the dif

PROBLEM I

ference between Law and
Public Policy? If policy is Law,
is only a part of the Law policy
- or is the rest of it something
else? You, Mr. Blue Shirt,
answer me!
Student: Duh . .. (sure, the rest
is#&•$#@•)
Professor: Whatsa matter,
can't you speak up? The pro
blem with you is that you 're
not only immature, but stupid .
I _should qualify that. You 're
lazy too . Get off your butt, you
young twerp . Any fool can
answer the question!
Need more be said?
But just in case you 're
wondering what law school ex
ams were like back theri, one
has been reproduced for you .
This exam was given by Aristo
tle of Onassis at the Lyceum,
circa 5th century B.C.E . (Spring
Term). For those wishing to
relish the full flavor of this ex
am, just arm yourself with
chisel and tablet and head for
Baird Point. For the truly
adventurou·s, Greece is right
off the New
York State
1
Thruway (exit 45-47) and just
minutes _from UB.

***THE EXAM***
You are a Scribe at the
Senate . The following pro
blems have been _
s ent to you
because the Gods hi'lve chosen

Pi, a citizen of Athens, im
ports olive oil for many of the
Greek city-states . Delta, a
citizen of Sparta, b\JYS oil from
Pi to use in making souvlaki
which he sells to bread:winners,,..
in the marketplace. MCb, a
Roman (foreign) corporation,
transp9rts goods from Athens
to Sparta and is also a carrier
for Pid's obi I. MCD hadp ·i been
warne
y Homer
I e, a
wan?eri~g Bard, that disas_
t er '
awaits It. MCD's managing
agent, Hubris Maximus, ignores Homer Pile' s warning
completely, continues the
business of shipping oil to
Sparta, and steals Homer's personal copy of The· Oliad and ·
The Idiocy. This does not auger
well with the Gods, who
unleash their Sirens . The Sirens
wreck havoc and lure MCD's
ship to the rocks by wailing
promises they are unable to
keep . MCD's ship is lost at sea,
and the oil is never delivered .
Meanwhile, Pi has not been
paid, Delta's souvlaki business
is suffering; and Hubri~ Maximus is plagued by Hemorroids .
Discuss: Moira (Fate); Jurisdiction; Forum (not the one in
Rome); . Risk
of
Loss;
Foreseeability; .The Price of
Souvlaki and How Good is it
Anyway?; and Why Was Zeus
So Angry?

PROBLEM II

F acuity Quitting With
-~othin·g More To Do
cont 'd. from page one
Sox . When it was pointed out
to him that his red sox were no
further away than the end of
his feet, Joyce Jpughed and
said he wore a red sock on his
head, too .
·
Professor John Spanogle
said he had never really taught
well after the Laufer farewell
party, and 'therefore it would
make I ittle or no differen ce to
the students if he retired .
Professor Williiam Greiner

indicated he was already
employed in an undisclosed
capacity with the Department
of Justice and any adjustment
to " c ivilian " life could be easi
ly made.
St. Joan of HoJlinger, " The
Flyi~g Nun," was not available
for comment. It is believed she
is in San Juan, where she
tea ches family law Thursdays
and Fridays .

Professor Milton Kaplan locked in suspended animation.

K
' ap
'. Ia n Found. Frozen
.
Students who planned on
receiving Sea Grants this summer must now ponder their
fate in view of the fact that
Professor Milton Kaplan, Sea
Grant Advisor, was , found
frozen stiff as a board in his office last week . According to
Registrar Charles Wallin, Professor Kaplan has not moved a
muscle since last Moriday,
when a startled student conferring with Kaplan noticed that
he was -talking, in his own
words, " to a stone wall."
,
"I had this appojntment with
Professor Kaplan'," said Larry
Kerman, a third year student,
"and I'm sitting there talking
to him when I notice he was
motionless, Jike a statue. The
man didn't move a muscle. His
eyelids didn't even blink . It
was spooky."
Afte~r Kerman notified
Wallin, doctors from Millard
Fillmore _Suburban Hospital
were called in and advised
Dean Thomas Headrick that
Kaplan is suffering from complete suspension of animation .

· Daphne, a lqvely young
woman, has aroused the in
terest of Apollo, a Fast Man
Around the Marketplace type .
Apollo , u·pon seeing her,
thinks, "Ah, what I wouldn't do
to possess such a Nymph!" and
proceeds to chase her. Daphne cont'd. from page one
calls upon the Gods to save he'r males with fihe academic
from becoming a Fallen records from good schools
Woman . They interfere as seek admission, Greiner
usual (though a peace officer dismissed the hypothetical
was nowhere tq., be found). In with wave of his hand.
making her escape, Daphne
"They never apply bere in
stubs her big toe on a· laurel the first place,~. he said,
tree, falls and now exhibits laughing.
Greiner, however, was reluc
strange tree-like growths all
over her body .
·
tant to tliscuss the effect which
Discuss: Criminal liability; per retrenchment might have upon
sonal i[ljury liability; statute of the hiring of new faculty in the
limitations; and Why the Gods law school. Asked if this situa
Never Mind Their Own tion might
Business

·
" It' s a unique case," said Dr.
Moss, consulting physician in
Neurology at Millard. "Pro
fessor Kaplan shows no signs
of li'fe, al tho.ugh he is very
much alive. We've tried
_everything from electric
shock therapy to placing pie
tures of Bo Derek · in front of
him . Nothing's worked ."
Students with ideas about
how to enliven Kaplart are re
quested to submit them to
Headrick . Anyone knowing
Kapl,an personally is requested
to be present in his room on
Monday, May 4, when a group
session will be staged in an i3l·
tempt to bring him back . ln 'the
meantime, any person passing
his office is asked to rap sharp
ly on the door, in hope that
some response may be elicited
from _the formerly active law
professor. If such efforts con
tinue to be futile until the end
of the spring semester, it \:\'_as
a111noun~ed yesterday that Sea
Grant funds will be spent
studying Kaplan ' s condition.

Admissions Policy Begun

a

tunity to compensate for a
lack of minority representation
on t'he faculty, Greiner said he
had, "no commer,it."
"Don't you fee l there is a
need to have minorities on the
teaching staff as well?" he was
asked .
" What is good for the stu
dent body," he . declared, " is
not always good for the facul
ty ."
Asked if the converse were
true, he said, " Of course not! "

PROBLEM Ill
Sisyphus, former king of Cor
inth, was arrested for par
ticipating in the Trojan Gate
Scandal. Following his convic
tion, he was sentenced to life
imprisonment-in Hades Prison, ~
located in southern California.
Due to overcrowding at the
prison rockpile -and · harrass
ment by fellow , prisoners,
Sisyp~was ordered off the
pile and commanded to roll a
two ton boulder up the pile un
til- the end of eternity.
Discuss: Greed; Corruption; Ex
cessive Sentencing; Appeals;
and Theories of Criminal
A former corporate law,professor hitch-hikes back to Israel. Since most
drivers were going only as far as Cairo, the professor went harpooning '. Punishment.

in lcel and for the dreaded "corpo~ate whale." He wishei to remain .
anonymous; suffice it to say he resembles' "Huge"Hefner!
.:
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